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A JEWISH STATE THEATER
IN THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF ROMANIA?
NOTES ON A TRANSITIONAL BECOMING
(1944-1953)

Outline: This article1 argues against viewing the Jewish State Theater
(TES) in Bucharest as a mere mouthpiece of the political regime ascending
to power after 1944. In her book Die jiidische Kultur im Schatten der
Diktaturen: Israil Bercovici—Leben und Werk (2002) Elvira Grözinger
writes:
“Das Jüdische Staatstheater in Rumänien, als Schöpfung der Diktatur und
von dieser unterhalten, mußte ebenfalls ihr Sprachrohr sein. […] Die
ehemaligen antifaschistisch engagierten jüdischen Künstler konnten hier
an die Barascheum-Zeit anknüpfen und dem ‘volksdemokratischen’
Regime auf künstlerische Art und gemäß dem Geist der Zeit Schützenhilfe
bieten. […] Die künstlerischen oder ästhetischen Aspekte der Theaterarbeit
wurden damals allesamt der Ideologie geopfert.”2

In his monograph Evreii din România în perioada comunistã 1944-1965
(The Jews in Romania during Communist Times 1944-1965) (2004), Liviu
Rotman states that “[…] the [Romanian] state took it upon itself to establish
two Jewish theaters […]” 3 and allows for the possibility that these
institutions might have been more than mere propagandistic flag bearer
only for the 1960s or 1970s.4 I consider both these positions insufficiently
nuanced.
Considered in the larger context of the development of Yiddish theater
on Romanian soil, a post-Second World War existence is not surprising,
as it was a continuation of Abraham Goldfaden’s endeavor to bring such
a theater to life. The milestone of the 1940s was the gradual fusion of all
Yiddish theaters into the IKUF-Theater by March 1948 rather than the
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transformation of the IKUF-Theater into the TES by August of the same
year. The latter was merely a bureaucratic formality, while the former
marked a defining moment, on the one hand abusive—it dissolved private
enterprises and tainted to some extent the artistic discourse—and on the
other redemptive—it provided financial stability and afforded the
perpetuation of Yiddish theatrical culture. Nonetheless, as my sources
attest, members of the ensemble knew how to subvert the theater’s official
role from the beginning: actors remained true to an art of performing
untouched by ideological demands and directors staged by and large
classics of either Yiddish or world literature.
For my research, I consulted documents in the Romanian National
Archives (Arhivele Statului Român) about the Jewish theater in Romania
from 1940 until 1956, the meetings of the Cultural Commission of the
Jewish Democratic Committee (Comitetul Democrat Evreesc) from 1945
until 1953, and various meetings of the Central Committee of the
Communist Party5 pertaining to either the “Jewish problem” or minority
issues in general. I supplemented the information on Jewish theater with
materials from the Archives of the Center for the Study of the History of
Jews in Romania (Arhiva Centrului pentru Studierea Istoriei Evreilor din
România). I examined press reviews in a variety of newspapers and
conducted interviews with people who knew the theater at that time.
Structurally, my article consists of two parts: the first gives a brief
overview of the historical context, paying attention to the life of the
Jewish community; and the second details and critically analyzes the
transition period between independent theater troupes in the aftermath
of August 23, 1944, the nationalization of 1948, and the political changes
of the early 1950s. In order to substantiate my claim, I explore four
illustrative performances, one by the IKUF-Theater and the rest by the
TES. Each of them mirrored the situation of the Yiddish theater and its
self-understanding at the time when it was presented to the public.
Through the critical interrogation of the TES’ creation I want to
contribute to the larger discourse about Romania’s need to undergo its
own Vergangenheitsbewältigung (coming to terms with the past) with
respect to both its nationalist and socialist past. Yet true and fruitful
questioning of the past can only depart from a sincere
Vergangenheitsbewärtung (evaluation of the past).6 In the case of the
Romanian-Jewish coexistence this requires an additional step, namely
that of a Vergangeinheitsannahme (acceptance of the past), which can
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only come about through knowledge of that past. I regard the following
commentary as part of my own learning process in the field.
*
When Abraham Goldfaden created a Yiddish theater in 1876, it was
an act of illumination in the tradition of the Haskalah, the Jewish
Enlightenment. Performances were in Yiddish and they depicted realities
of East-European Jewish life. Goldfaden being himself a maskil,7 the
subsequent confession in his autobiography should be taken as a credo:
“Since I have come to have a stage, I want it to be a stage for you [i.e.
Jewish audiences]. Come to me and look at the paintings I am making of
you; look at them like you look into a mirror reflecting your good and
bad habits. You will draw wisdom from them so as to straighten your own
mistakes in your family life; you will learn how to behave towards each
other and towards those next to which you have to live at all times.”8
Yiddish theater persisted in Romanian in this vein until 1940.
At that moment, aspirations to perform in Yiddish were countered by
the determination of Romanian authorities to exclude both Yiddish artistic
endeavors and Jewish performers from Romanian stages and the public
sphere in general.9 The state admitted the existence of one Romanian
language Jewish theater, i.e. a theater where only Jews could perform
and where the racial laws of 1940 decided who was Jewish.10 Similar to
the German Nuremberg Laws (September 15, 1935), Decree-Law No.
2650 from August 8, 1940, claimed racial justification and used religious
criteria as its basis.11 Jewish artists responded to this constraint by
establishing a theater that complied with all the demands of the Romanian
authorities: Baraºeum Hall—Jewish Theater (Sala Baraºeum—Teatru
Evreesc). The enterprise was a means to survive and, with few exceptions,
performed vaudevilles. The “tragedy” was that actors of Jewish descent,
like Leny Caler, Alexandru Finþi, Alexandru Ronea, N. Stroe,12 who had
no sensitivity for Yiddish theater even if it was performed in Romanian,
yet had no choice but to comply with the new regulations if they wanted
to perform at all.13
After August 23, 1944, several groups of actors wanted to bring back
the tradition of authentic Yiddish theater along the lines of what they had
known to be its acme: the Vilna Troupe. This return was the basis for
post-Second World War Yiddish theater in Romania, which combined
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the artistic drive of talented performers with the enthusiasm of eager
audiences. As they progressed towards full domination of the Romanian
public sphere in its political and cultural dimension, the Communists
understood how to instrumentalize this phenomenon. The strategy was to
favor the Idisher Kultur Farband (IKUF)—which itself came from the left
and embraced certain values similar to those of the ascending
ideologues 14—over other existing Jewish cultural organizations. A
statement by the IKUF-Theater’s director, Iacob Mansdorf, in an interview
from July 1945 signaled the major problem arising from this strategy: he
had to go outside Bucharest and look for potential actors.15 The stars of
the pre-war Yiddish stages who where in Bucharest refused to be associated
with this theater, as did all other centers of Jewish culture. This became
apparent in another interview on January 5, 1946, where Mansdorf deplored
the general reticence vis-à-vis the IKUF-Theater.16 Yet, by March 1948
whoever wanted to perform Yiddish theater had to join the IKUF-Theater,
which by then already received state subsidizes. Its transformation into a
state institution became a matter of bureaucracy and cosmetics.
At this level, the Jewish State Theater was the result of an act of
coercion, because it forced everyone interested in Yiddish theater under
one roof. The enlisting of famous actors of the Yiddish stage—Sevilla
Pastor, Dina König, Seidy Gluck, Iudith Kronenfeld, Moris Siegler, Marcu
Glückman, Benno Popliker, Mauricius Sekler—gave it the necessary touch
of glamour and allowed for its fall back on a pre-war tradition. A mixture
of good old-timers and ideologized youngsters characterized the TES during
the first phase of its existence. The dichotomy was visible in many reviews
of the time: they praised the older generation for its skills but also
criticized it for its formalism, and they critiqued the young for their lack
of experience but foresaw bright futures for them as they were raised in
the “healthy tradition” of social realism.
The establishment of the TES was also a continuation in the
Enlightenment project initiated by Goldfaden. Although taken under the
premises of an agenda, its creation fulfilled the major desideratum of the
founding triumvirate of the Yiddish theater—Abraham Goldfaden, Iacob
Gordin, and Iacob Sternberg—in that it provided Yiddish-language artists
with a permanent stage and a venue to keep alive artistic practices with
deep roots in Eastern Europe. While the claim cannot be generalized to
include the TES’ existence throughout the socialist era and even less so
until the present day, for the time under scrutiny, the ideologizing and
indoctrinating tendencies of the socialist regime or its apparently
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minority-friendly policies cannot solely account for the TES’ initial life.
Yiddish and an interest in it did not reappear after 1944; it had never
disappeared among those thinking, speaking, and feeling Yiddish. One
cannot even claim that Yiddish made its way back into the public space
under the tutelage of the Communists. As I show, the initiative to reopen
Yiddish theaters after August 23, 1944, belonged to artists loyal to this
form of art and not to political bodies. The Communists instrumentalized
and appropriated an existing enthusiasm for and commitment to Yiddish
theater.
*
After the Shoah, Jewish life in Romania unfolded under the fear of a
possible recurrence of the type of public discourse that had marked this
community’s life during the years of Ion Antonescu’s regime. The
population felt insecure and skeptical about its own position and future
in Romania.17 These fears, however, were paralleled by hopes, the years
1944-1947 being a period of transition during which the various ideological
and political trends that had characterized the Jewish community before
the war18 were revived. Overall, upon establishing their new order
Communists had first to annihilate the re-born bodies of a once fervent
civil society. In the case of the Jewish community, defenders of civil
rights were Wilhelm Fielderman from the assimilated Union of Romanian
Jews (Uniunea Evreilor Români), Abraham Leib Zissu representing Zionist
interests, and Chief Rabbi Alexandru ªafran.19 The Federation of the Unions
of Jewish Communities (Federaþia Uniunilor de Comunitãþi) was reinstated
in October 194420 and its membership mirrored the structure of the
Romanian post-Antonescu government: Social Democrats, Communists,
Liberals, National-Peasants, and members of typical Jewish organizations
(Union of Romanian Jews, Zionist Jewish Party, and Zionist Executive).21
Between 1944 and 1948, a slow and partial reintegration of the Jewish
population into the socio-economic and cultural discourse of the time
took place.22 Still, xenophobic allusions in the political discourse of the
historical parties estranged the Jewish population from them and pushed
even those members without left-leaning sympathies towards the
Communists, which—at that time—were very careful with their slogans.23
Moreover, the Communists understood how to profit from the political
mistakes of their adversaries and made the most out of the latters’ blunders,
by pleading for unity in general and, specifically, within ethnic
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communities.24 Thus, the Communists, advocating a new form of
assimilation, and the Zionists, with their drive for Palestine, represented
the main trends within the Jewish community.
In order to implement their ideas, the Communists within the
Federation, the so-called jewsekim, formed the Jewish Democratic
Committee (Comitetul Democrat Evreeesc/ CDE) on June 7, 1945, at the
directives of the Communist Party.25 Until 1948, the CDE tried to attract
members of other political bodies and succeeded in incorporating several
left-wing organizations—The Zionist Bloc of Working Palestine (Blocul
Sionist al Palestinei Muncitoare), Ichud, Mishmar, and IKUF. Other
smaller Zionist groups were willing to negotiate with them; some members
of the Union of Romanian Jews who rejected Wilhelm Fielderman’s points
of view as well as the Social Democrats also jointed in.26 In 1948 the
Federation’s name changed to Romania’s Federation of Jewish
Communities (Federaþia Comunitãþilor Evreieºti din România) and the
representatives of the Communists, Max Hermann Maxy, Paul Iscovici,
and Bernard Lebli, who had occupied the key positions already by October
1945, came to control it.27 Within the new Federation, the CDE maintained
its attributes of a political vanguard for the Jewish masses and, at a cultural
level, its tasks included promoting Yiddish culture and Yiddish as a
language over Hebrew, Yiddish being seen as a “progressive language.”
In December 1949, Romania declared Zionism a fascist ideology28
after it had forced all Zionist organizations in the country to self-dissolve.29
At the same time all Jewish founded organizations in the country—the
Joint Distribution Committee (Joint), the World Union for the Protection
of the Health of Jews (OSE) and Organization for Rehabilitation through
Training (ORT)—were banned, as all community schools, hospitals, and
social institutions were being nationalized.30 These measures targeted
the dissolution of the autonomy of the Jewish community. Whether different
by origins, religious practices, or political credos, Jews were all coerced
into one body, the “New Community”, which lacked both organizational
and financial autonomy. Concomitantly, official propaganda became
caustically anti-Israeli and anti-aliyah, 31 even during times when
Romanian authorities encouraged and facilitated emigration such as
between 1950 and 1951.32 The discourse was the opposite in practice
from theory, a fact admitted and deplored retroactively also by H.
Leibovici-ªerban in his intervention at the meeting between members of
the Communist Party and the CDE on March 16, 1953, when the CDE
was officially disolved.33 It is thus fair to say that 1949 marked the
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destruction of the plurality of voices within the Jewish community in
Romania.
Even in this format, the community represented an alternative space
to the socio-political reality of the time. As Rotman has indicated, people
came together, discussed specific problems, exchanged rumors, debated,
and told jokes pocking fun at the political reality. Independent of the
will of the vigilant community leaders and despite the permanent control
by the state, an incipient civil society took shape. People stomped or
coughed during speeches, and tore the anti-Israeli and anti-aliyah posters
stuck to the walls of community centers or synagogues.34
As was the case with all other Eastern bloc countries, between 1952
and 1953, Romania looked towards Moscow for its strategies at all levels.
With respect to the “Jewish problem” and anti-Semitism the tensions in
Moscow during these years, notably the so-called Jewish Doctors’ Plot,
were mirrored in local “Jew hunts.” During these trials, 150 people were
arrested and prosecuted for their Zionist sympathies or convictions.35
Rotman’s claim that the trial against Ana Pauker should also be seen as
a measure to thoroughly cleanse Jews from all important Party functions36
is challenged by Vladimir Tismãneanu’s in-depth analysis of Communists
of Jewish descent who retained their positions during and after that time.
I concur with Vladimir Tismaneanu: “[…] the elimination of the
Pauker-Luca-Georgescu group was the result of a struggle for absolute
power and not an ethnic ‘purification’ of the party.”37
In this generally tense atmosphere, during a meeting on January 14,
1953, the Political Bureau of the Communist Party redefined the
government’s policies towards national minorities and decided that the
national democratic committees of all minorities should cease to exist.
The Party had “justly” solved the “national question,” hence such
committees were outdated and also an impediment in the process of
educating the masses “in the spirit of proletarian internationalism and
patriotism.” During the discussions, the CDE was openly charged with
isolation vis-à-vis the Party and its failure to neutralize supposed espionage
activities among religious parts of the Jewish community.38 The CDE
was abrogated on March 23, 1953 under the following considerations: (1)
that the Jewish working class was integrated in mass organizations, which
determined their duties and solved any arising problems without reference
to nationality; (2) that the committee would be an impediment preventing
an ethnic minority from properly integrating into the Romanian society;
and (3) that it would open avenues for bourgeois elements to misuse the
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committee and camouflage their reactionary activities.39 The real reason
seems to have been the fact that by being given the opportunity to maintain
a space of their own, ethnic minorities, whether Jewish, German, or
Hungarian retained a space of alterity that allowed them not to be absorbed
into the mainstream. Rotman has rightfully called these spaces “islands
of alterity” or “parallel spaces” to the power structure of the state, as
they entailed a subversive potential.40
A very important issue in dealing with the history of the Jewish
community in Romania is aliyah. Because of the high number of Shoah
survivors (375,000),41 Romania was an important pool for future Israeli
citizens, and thus the State of Israel had a particular interest in dealing
with the Romanian authorities. Furthermore, Romania’s geographic position
also made it an important harbor for departing Jews. I agree with Radu
Ioanid that the “selling” of the Romanian Jews is a sensitive,
double-facetted issue: while Romania was interested in receiving
compensations for allowing its Jewish citizens to leave the country, so
the State of Israel was willing to remunerate the Romanian authorities for
allowing aliyah.42 Until 1948, the authorities did not develop a strategy
with respect to aliyah. They adopted a policy of non-intervention: while
not explicitly encouraging it, they did not do anything to prevent it either.
After the proclamation of the State of Israel in May 1948 and the requests
of numerous members of the Jewish community to emigrate, the Romanian
state decided to allow aliyah.43 The State of Israel, through its Minister
of Foreign Affairs, Moshe Sharett, justified its interest in Romania’s Jewish
population in a letter sent to Ana Pauker on March 11, 1949. The letter
highlighted the fact that the State of Israel was a small nation faced with
neighbors that were hostile to its existence. As long as its military potential
was low, the official wrote, the country could not consider itself safe.
More important than the military issue was the economic development
of the country; this could not proceed without human resources of a certain
quality for which Eastern Europe in general was the main reservoir.
“Israelul este astãzi o micã naþiune, având a face faþã unor vecini dominaþi,
pentru moment, de forþe ºi interese ostile existenþei ºi dezvoltãrii noastre.
Chair dacã am reuºit pânã acum sã respingem invazia, noi nu considerãm
situaþia noastrã militarã asiguratã, atât timp cât potenþialul nostru de rãzboi
este redus, în special ca efective. Dar situaþia militarã, atât de importantã,
nu este decât un aspect al problemei. Un altul, de o importanþã
predominantã, este dezvoltarea economicã. Israelul trebuie sã fie credincios
crezului sãu în creºterea economicã. Regiunile sale deºertice ºi puþin
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dezvoltate trebuie supuse la o culturã intensivã ºi populate de o manierã
decisivã, iar posibilitãþile industriale trebuie realizate pe deplin …
Îndeplinirea acestor comandamente cere un material uman de o anumitã
calitate, iar rezervorul principal al unor astfel de elemente îl constituie þãrile
Europei de Est.”44

Two questions arise naturally after the confrontation with documents
such as the above-mentioned: Why did people want to leave? Why did
the Romanian authorities allow aliyah? The answer to the first question
can be found in a partially dormant and partially explicit anti-Semitism
still infiltrating Romanian society; in the new socio-economic realities
in Romania; in the fear of a new war in Europe due to the disagreements
arising among the former allies of the Second World War; and in the
excitement triggered by the events in Israel.45 A report of the CDE
evaluating the year 1950 included also: the petty-bourgeois origin of a
considerable number of people who refused to be reeducated in the spirit
of the new times, the immediacy of a discriminatory past and persisting
signs of anti-Semitism, the low level of political awareness among the
masses, the strong tradition of Zionism, and the drive to follow one’s
relatives already settled in Israel. 46 With respect to the Romanian
authorities, Rotman suggests that they misread the reasons behind the
phenomenon. They saw it not as a genuine desire driving certain people,
but as Zionist propaganda, and believed that if people were allowed to
go not so many would actually go.47 At the same time, the State of Israel
started pressuring the Romanian state both politically and economically
in this direction.48 Due to the large numbers of people wanting to leave—
a situation that also signaled the failure of the Communist ideology to
deliver on its promises—the authorities decided to combat aliyah in the
public discourse as of 1950, while physically allowing it to the maximum,
at least during 1950 and 1951.49 Overall, the authorities had an ambivalent
position towards aliyah allowing or disallowing it according to their own
needs.50
*
After the events of August 23, 1944, the wartime Baraºeum Theater
dissolved. The actors either returned to the theaters where they had been
active before 1940 or opened new, private theaters.51 Splinter troupes
performing either in Romanian or Yiddish harbored former members of
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the Baraºeum Theater. The Baraºeum Hall became a building for rent
like any other without an agenda or mission statement. It remained in
the administration of Otto Marcovici,52 who rented out the two rooms of
the hall. The incomplete archival material available today makes it
difficult to distinguish between the splinter troupes, since in some cases
actors performed one play with one ensemble and another with a different
one.
One group of actors performed under the name Baraºeum Theater or
Baraºeum Studio Theater in Romanian under the guidance of Otto
Marcovici and P. Bereºteanu. It opened the 1944 season on October 6,
with an adaptation by Mihail Sebastian of Henning Berger’s The Flood
starring Beate Fredanow and Alexandru Finþi.53 Reviewers of the
performance placed this troupe in the continuation of the wartime
Baraºeum Theater. One in particular recalled the role of the Baraºeum
during the Antonescu regime and stressed its unique position as an instance
of moral resistance for the Jews, but also as a site of fraternization between
Jews and Romanians who refused to accept the anti-Semitic impositions
of the state.54 The author, Sergiu Milorian, went on to proclaim the end
of light repertoire on the Baraºeum’s stage and the beginning of a new
phase in which the theater would live up to its ontological rationale. He
refused to overlap “theater of essence” with “propaganda theater” and
decried the heavily didactical tone of the performance he had seen.
“We understand and militate for a repertoire of substance engaging social
aspects,” Milorian wrote, “but we will always be on the other side of the
barricade, when the theater becomes something else than what it should
be: an expression of life.”55 Praises on his part went to some directorial
decisions (the suggestive compositions of human unity in the face of
calamities) and some of the actors. The review pointed to two aspects
confronting the theater: it showed that at that time true theater criticism
was again and still possible, and it sketched the expectations entertained
vis-à-vis the theater—to distance itself from its former vaudevillian
character and not to become a political mouthpiece. The review of the
main rehearsal in Mântuirea (Redemption) underlined also the fact that
the performance of The Flood united for the first time on the Baraºeum’s
stage Romanian and Jewish actors.56
On December 20, 1944, the Baraºeum Theater performed another
adaptation by Mihail Sebastian, Moonless Nights (Nopþi fãrã lunã) based
on John Steinbeck’s 1942 novel The Moon Is Down.57 ªtefan Baciu of the
daily Libertatea (Liberty) saw in the Baraºeum Theater’s performance
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one of the most qualitative offers of the season and bestowed laurels on
the founders of the small theater.58 Other reviews focused on the
appropriateness of the topic and on the artistic achievement of the entire
ensemble,59 although some criticized Sebastian for his choices in the
process of dramatizing the novel. The objections were on purely artistic
grounds without ideological undertones.60 In a review for the newspaper
Democraþia (Democracy) Monica Lovinescu clearly placed the Baraºeum
Theater on the cultural map of quality Romanian theater when discussing
another adaptation by Mihail Sebastian after Marcel Achard Viaþa e
frumoasã (La vie e belle).61 The critic wrote: “We appreciate the effort of
the Baraºeum Theater to work honestly in the realm of theater without
making use of tricks and cheap achievements often employed by the
majority of Romanian stages at the moment.”62 This ensemble included:
Alexandru Finþi, Romald Bulfinski, Gh[eorghe] Mãrutza, Vasile Lãzãrescu
(who was also an actor for the National Theater),63 Sorin Gabor, Dorel
Livianu, Al[exandru] Marcovici, Costin Popescu, N[icolae] Tomazoglu,
Beate Fredanov, Athena Marcopol, Maria Sandu, E. Ricardo, Dinu
Gherasim, Em. Rony, Eugen. Arãdeanu, Max Hermann Maxy, Eleazer
Semo, C. Vurtejeanu, Ana Negreanu, Titu Vedea, G. Mazilu, W. Siegfried,
Lucie Chevalier, Theodora Anca, George Rafael, and J. Straucher, Dinu
Negreanu, Moni Ghelerter as stage directors.64
Nonetheless, a review from September 26, 1945, described the same
ensemble as a mere neighborhood theater and listed Vasile Creþoiu as its
manager. It performed in Romanian the 1892 melodrama Schuldig
(translated as Am ucis) by Richard Voss. The only actor from the previous
troupe was N[icolae] Tomazoglu. 65 In November 1945, the Studio
Baraºeum, again under Otto Marcovici, performed the musical comedy
Comedianta (The Comedian), which was an adaptation from Yiddish into
Romanian by Lica Grünberg, who had belonged to the wartime theater,
as had some members of the cast: Bebe Spitzer, Nuºa Grup, and Beno
Verea.66
There were also other Yiddish ensembles in Bucharest: On September
15, 1944, Iso Schapira directed the opening show of a Yiddish language
troupe performing the one-act Mentshn (People) by Sholem Aleykhem
and verses by Moris Rosenfeld, Itzak Leib Peretz, and Eliezer Steinbarg.67
Around the same time A. Samuelly-Sandu and Boris Segal initiated the
Naier Idisher Teater (New Yiddish Theater), which united Seidy Gluck,
Samy Davidsohn, Max Reisch, Marcu Glückman, Lya and Joji Sterling,
Leon Julkower, Ifim König, Sarah Etfinger, and Solomon Friedman. 68
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The IKA (Idisher Kinstler Ansambl) under Mauricius Sekler enlisted Haim
Schwartzman, Dina König, Isy Havis, Borch/Burech Rintzler, Gitta/Ghita
and Karl Tef[f]ner, Benno Poplicher, Liuba Maiden, Avram Goldiner, Marcu
Glückman, and used one of the two rooms of the Baraºeum Hall.69 There
was also the BIFT (Bukarester Idisher Folks-Teater) that defined itself as a
progressive theater and was created May 1, 1946.70
This coexistence makes it apparent that the theater scene in Bucharest
was very heterogeneous and that all these theaters attempted to survive
in the city’s cultural landscape by (re)negotiating with and for themselves
a state of normalcy. This again underlines another vital aspect: the
availability of a large public to see the performances, but also to accept
and reject the theaters depending on their offers. A major concern for all
theaters was finding a stage on which to perform. Marcovici, who had at
his disposal the Baraºeum Hall, rented it from October 10, 1945 until
May 31, 1946 to the IKUF-Theater.71 Marcovici offered the hall, the
firmament, the lighting, the heating, the sets, the costumes, and the
requisite. He was also responsible for renovating the building, which
included whitewashing the walls, fixing the furniture, the floor, the stage,
and making sure that the water, light and heating systems were in good
working conditions. The IKUF-Theater on the other hand brought into the
union the capital, the artistic ensemble, and the repertoire, and took
over the expenses for posting and advertising, paying salaries, and taxes.72
At the same time, the 1945 playbill of the Naier Idishe Teater mentioned
that this theater could also benefit from the Baraºeum Hall due to the
generosity of the same person: Otto Marcovici.73
Post-Second World War Yiddish culture in Romania is most commonly
and substantially linked to the organization Idisher Kultur Farband. The
IKUF was founded in 1937 out of the genuine need for culturalization on
part of Jews in Bessarabia, Moldavia, and Maramureº. 74 The
preoccupation with and interest for Yiddish came from the left, as Zionists
embraced Hebrew as the defining language of Jews.75 Before August 23,
1944, the IKUF recommenced its activities in Moldavia most likely due
to the advancement of the Soviet Army in that part of the country. It
improvised a theater group that performed in Yiddish in Botoºani in the
same hall where Abraham Goldfaden had acted in 1876 during his tour.
The performance was called Naht-Tog (Night-Day).76 After August 1944,
the IKUF was recognized as a legal person and became very active in
organizing Jewish cultural life throughout the country with a heavy
emphasis on Yiddish.77
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In July 1945, the IKUF created in Bucharest the IKUF-Theater78 under
the leadership of Iacob Mansdorf. It premièred on October 17, 1945,79
with the play Ikh leb (I live) by the Soviet-Jewish author Moshe Pinchevski.
Iacob Mansdorf was a man of the Yiddish theater in the old tradition. He
was a graduate of the drama school in Warsaw and a former student of
both David Hermann and Konstantin Stanislavski. He had been a member
of the famous Vilna Troupe and of other ensembles (AZAZEL, Pariser
Idisher Arbeiter Teater, GOSSET) and had performed side by side with
the star of the Jewish theater in Moscow, Solomon Mikhoels.80 When he
arrived in Bucharest, he was determined to craft the theater established
by the IKUF into a quality enterprise. In what seems to have been his first
interview in the Romanian capital on July 28, 1945, he talked about the
bad reputation that the Romanian theater, in general, and the Yiddish, in
particular, enjoyed abroad, due to its boulevard character. The theater
was dominated by mercantile considerations, in the case of the Yiddish
theater probably also due to the absence of official subventions and the
reliance on donations by the public that in return asked for
cabaret-style-entertainment. Thus, Mansdorf argued, the theater lacked
a cultural, educational, and artistic agenda, which he was determined to
bring to it. His goal was to transform the IKUF-Theater into “an art theater.”
He affirmed:
“Our agenda is the obligation to put on stage our rich heritage of historical
figures—Bar-Kokhba, Yehuda Maccabi—not some nonsensical
appearances built on pranks. As Sholem Aleykhem fought in past times
with a positive oeuvre against the shoddy literature of Shomer, so will we
replace cheap shows with true art.”81

The article was programmatically entitled “In Goldfaden’s Footsteps”
and there is no reason to doubt Mansdorf’s statement for his previous
activity mirrored dedication to his ideals. In order to put together an
ensemble that corresponded to his demands and expectations, Mansdorf
went outside Bucharest to recruit young people. This situation can be
interpreted in two ways. On the one side, like any master, Mansdorf
might have wanted to mold his own actors in the spirit of the tradition for
which he himself stood. On the other hand, given the left-wing tendencies
of the IKUF, actors of the pre-war era who were already in Bucharest
might have willingly kept their distance from this troupe. In an interview
with me, Anton Celaru82 remembered that Mansdorf was also eager to
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avoid becoming involved in the usual intrigues of the theater milieu
characteristic of the Yiddish theater world as well. Instead of putting up
with the whimsical moods of stars and starlets, he wanted to generate his
own.83 Mansdorf’s troupe enlisted in addition to him Borch/Burech Rintzler,
Edith Horovitz, Gitta/Ghita Tef[f]ner, Silvia Tylbor, Itoc Lasclover, Iso
Shapira, I[ancu] Alpern, Moise Rubingher, Zita Frucht, and Haim
Schwartzman as conductor and musical director.84
The opening performance was a success, and available reviews praised
Mansdorf for his artistic and directorial skills and determination.85 Present
at the pre-opening alongside N. D. Cocea (General Director of Theaters),
Nicky Atanasiu (President of the Artists’ Union), Jacob Groper (President
of the Yiddish Writers’ Association), and Ury Benador (President of the
Association of Jewish Writers Writing in Romanian), Mihail Ralea, Minister
of Arts, emphasized the importance of the theater and the historic moment
unfolding before the public’s eyes. The performance received the support
of the government but it is unclear in which form.86
The play recounted the story of a group of Jewish prisoners in a German
camp in the Ukraine. Rabbi Tzala Shafir, his daughter Miriam, and the
singer Hershel Klezmer become the protagonists, as the camp’s
commander sends the rabbi and the singer in the woods to spy on partisans.
He keeps the rabbi’s daughter as warranty and picks Klezmer’s eyes out.
The two prisoners depart on their mission without knowing that the German
soldier Paul followed them. One day the soldier catches a partisan woman
and wants to take her to his superior, but the rabbi prevents him, ultimately
strangling him. When the camp’s commander retrieves the rabbi and the
singer, he sets out to have the rabbi executed, but the partisans arrive
and save him. Shortly afterwards the Soviet Army frees the camp. After
the initial moment of joy, the rabbi and the singer vow to continue the
fight and the curtain falls on the rabbi shouting: “There is no other way;
it’s either live in freedom or die fighting.”87
The applauses of a large and enthusiastic audience at the end of the
show rewarded the ensemble both for its efforts and its creativity in
conveying a message that resonated with most of the spectators.88 The
play was without a doubt a tribute to the Soviet Army who had delivered
not only Romania’s Jewish population, but also half of Europe from National
Socialist Germany, and as such it was cheered in contemporary reviews.89
However, it also thematized Jewish activism during the war without
subordinating it to Communist forces. A rabbi joining the partisan
resistance in the Ukraine was a potent image meant to empower the
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members of the audience and raise their self-consciousness. The blind
singer who did not succumb to despair personified the strength of the
jovial Jewish spirit enduring in the galut.90 The banner in Hebrew adorning
the stage on the night of the première The people of Israel lives! appealed
precisely to these sentiments, while also hinting at Jewish solidarity.91
The chronicle in the newspaper Victoria (Victory) newspaper transposed
this plea for solidarity into the artistic reality of the time:
“If the proverbial Jewish solidarity were a fact, ‘Ih Leb’ would benefit from
an amazing echo, which would manage to motivate also students from
conservatories to follow the activities of the ‘IKUF’ ensemble; this could
help them contribute with their own talents to the replacement of the
entertainment and functionary theater with the theater as a school, an art
theater. By so doing they would not only save themselves from compromises
no matter how well remunerated, but as a collective they would restore the
stage to the role it deserves structurally in [the process of] our reparation.”92

Shortly after the première, in the newspaper Viaþa evreeeascã (Jewish
Life) Geri Spina pointed out the meaning of the IKUF-Theater beyond its
artistic significance, which he called upon the theater critics to evaluate.
He greeted the IKUF-Theater for its socio-political role, which he identified
in the carrying of the “cultural torch” put out by the war.93 Goldfaden’s
tradition was an important aspect of the IKUF-Theater’s dramatic activity,
not only because Mansdorf had taken the classics of Yiddish literature as
his standard, but also because parts of the public remembered and
cherished that tradition. Mansdorf hailed this disposition of the Jewish
public in Bucharest in an interview with Hanna Kawa on January 5, 1946.
He rejoiced at the reaction of the Jewish public vis-à-vis the theater,
especially since he had been warned before arriving in Romania that
Romanian Jews spoke no Yiddish.94 He was, however, also dissatisfied
with the reluctance of other Jewish cultural organizations to cooperate
with the IKUF-Theater.95 Their reasons were motivated by politics—as
the IKUF Association stood for leftist ideals, distance from its theater
meant distance from its views—but Mansdorf could not accept that. For
him, this theater was a site of artistic dialogue and his choice to début
with Ikh leb was also a first statement about the theater’s potential. It
would not only honor the classics, as Mansdorf had advocated in his
interview, but it also enrich the repertoire by promoting new texts, which
were also relevant to the audiences and their recent experiences during
the war. When he realized the impossibility to engage in such a dialogue
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in a country set for the Communist order, he left, before the authorities
could misuse his passion and idealism.96
From the onset, the IKUF-Theater—like the other troupes in Bucharest—
faced meager financial possibilities and needed the assistance of
sponsors.97 It found them in the wealthy manufacturer Herman Segal for
its second show, Tevie der Milkhiker (Tevie the Milkman), and in the
Jewish World Congress, through its representative in Bucharest the lawyer
Arnold Schwefelberg, for the subsequent performances: Der eibiker nigun
(The eternal melody) based on Itzak Leib Peretz and Di Khishufmakhern
(The Witch) by Abraham Goldfaden.98 The IKUF-Theater also lacked a
stage on which to perform. Tevie der Milkhiker was presented in the
upper room of the Baraºeum Hall,99 and, according to reviews, one of its
most remarkable achievements, Di Khishufmakhern, was staged in a beer
garden, Astoria. “Somewhere in Dudesti,” a critic wrote, “around a corner
on Mircea-Voda [Street], in a yard on Anton Pann [Street], between a
country-side-like convenience store and a showcase with fruits and
vegetables a [beer] garden has opened. The only green is that of the
paint covering the chairs and the only flowers are made of paper or
painted; they are on a narrow stage made of primitive boards like the
ones used for Mosi. On this ‘stage,’ in this ‘Garden’ every evening one
plays theater in Yiddish before a small and enthusiast audience.”100 The
circumstances were not different from those that had caused Goldfaden
or the Vilna Troupe to leave Bucharest, but Mansdorf persisted in his
endeavor. A year after his first interview, he was pleased that the theater
had premièred three plays and was preparing the fourth. Despite the
hardships, the theater carried on.101 His staging of Di Khishufmakhern
reminded some critics of the Vilna Troupe, footprints Mansdorf was more
than eager to fill.102 In the most faithful Goldfadian tradition, he ridiculed
religious superstition while maintaining the rightful measure between
prodesse and delectare.
Despite these successes, an article from January 11, 1947 signaled
the demise of the IKUF-Theater.103 Iosif Faerstein began by praising its
existence, which had demonstrated that creations in Yiddish could still
move the Jewish population, and its successes, which had confirmed,
that the population was interested in artful events and not merely
entertainment of doubtful taste. “The existence of this theater,” the
journalist concluded, “responded […] to stringent, organic, and general
needs and callings [within the Jewish population].”104 Then Faerstein
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went on to point out the real matter at stake: the IKUF-Theater had ceased
its performances and the reason behind it had been the lack of a stage
and appropriate conditions for the IKUF-Theater. Faerstein did not limit
himself to stating the problem; he also indicated the party he considered
responsible for the situation and asked for the intervention of the Ministry
of Arts to find solutions. He condemned the administrator of the Baraºeum
Hall—Otto Marcovici105—who “commercialized the stage, transformed
frivolity into a goldmine, and worked hard to prevent the evolution of the
spectator away from trivial art,” yet had no understanding for true art.106
The article constituted but one example of a discourse gaining contour
in the press, which thematized both the shortcomings faced by the various
troupes and especially by the IKUF-Theater, and the latter’s so-called
historic duty towards Jewish culture. Thus, directly or indirectly the press
prepared the ground for the intervention of the Romanian state in dealing
with this issue. Willi Savill’s article “Teatrul evreesc la rãspântie?” (“The
Jewish Theater at a Crossroads?”) printed in September 1946 in Neamul
Evreeesc (The Jewish Kin) was symptomatic of the situation. In the author’s
description, the theater lacked self-understanding and a sense of
responsibility. The article defined the calling of the IKUF-Theater: “to
incorporate all those artistic elements present or about to become visible
among the Jewish population.” This goal had not been achieved and the
author deplored the absence of the premises favoring the creation of a
homogenous and permanent theater. Iacob Mansdorf was seen as a
shooting star that had initiated the process by leading the way and forming
a public, but, the author suggested, certain actors’ personal egoism and
artistic infatuation had prevented them from understanding the demands
of the new times—collective efforts and achievements. Their mentality
was deemed an obstacle in a qualitative redefinition of the theater.107
The same reviewer in an article entitled “Idischer Kinstler Ansambl”
(probably also from 1946) saw the unification of all troupes as an imperative
matter, as neither the IKUF-Theater nor the IKA could create valuable art
under the conditions available to them. He asked solemnly: “Where is
the man who with the necessary authority can fuse these groups for the
security and prestige of the fragile art site that the Yiddish theater has to
be?”108 Interventions in the IKUF-Bleter, the Yiddish newspaper edited
by the IKUF from March 1946 until March 1953, by Moshe Lax, the
association’s president, suggest without a doubt that the IFUK understood
itself as a standard setter for the entire Yiddish culture taking shape in
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Romania at that time. Lax appealed to Jewish intellectuals in Bucharest
and elsewhere in Romania not to tolerate “irresponsible troupes” with
repertoires of low quality, but to support the IKUF-Theater.109
As mentioned earlier, the CDE reunited Jewish organizations of different
political backgrounds into one over-arching organization, whose goal
was to annul diversity among the members of this community and to
homogenize it in accordance with the directives of the new establishment.
In this sense, the association Prietenii teatrului evreiesc din România
(The Friends of the Jewish Theater in Romania) was founded in 1946 to
support the activities of the Jewish theater morally and financially.110 In
November 1947, at a symposium on contemporary problems of the Jewish
theater, it was decided that the IFUK-Theater should establish contact
with the Asociaþia dramaturgilor din România (The Playwrights’ Association
in Romania) in view of possible collaborations.111 As time went by and
the new political regime crystallized, the role and social position of
theater in general changed. The Yiddish theater’s tradition was more and
more discarded as cheap, a-cultural, and an-aesthetic, an enemy to good
artistic and moral taste.112 The demand was for social realism. A text by
Emil Dorian “Ceva despre teatrul idiº“ (“Something about Yiddish theater”)
from 1948 clearly defined the attributes of this new kind of Yiddish theater
that denied its Goldfadenian roots and looked upon the Soviet Union as
its matrix.113 Dorian wrote that the Yiddish theater’s birth on Romanian
soil had been purely haphazard. He rejected Abraham Goldfaden’s theater
as mediocre due to its vaudevillian character through the reliance on
humor, music, lyricism, and dance.114 In his view there was no true Yiddish
theater as there was no quality Yiddish dramaturgy. The true Yiddish
theater had appeared in the Soviet Union where it had created a repertoire
that sprang directly from the development of Jewish life during
Sovietization.115 The Yiddish theater had to make use of the context that
had brought it to life and create a new artistic ideal, i.e. art for the
people, for its moral recovery, for uplifting its conscience.116
A letter by Marcovici dated June 16, 1948, in which he asked
permission to continue the activities of the Baraºeum Theater, bears the
side note: “Otto Marcovici is a known exploiter and businessman. […]
His request will be rejected.”117 This suggests that at least by that time
the Baraºeum Theater ceased to exist as such, but details about its activities
between December 18, 1946—date of the last review available to me—
and June 1948 are unavailable. I have, moreover, not been able to trace
the IKUF-Theater’s (in)existence between January 1947—when Faerstein
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decried its absence—and March 1948. In the CDE files the first references
to theater date from after the TES’ creation.118 I found no information
about Mansdorf’s departure, his replacement, or Bernard Lebli’s
involvement with the theater. On March 24, 1948, the IKUF-Theater,
under Lebli’s leadership and with the financial assistance of the Ministry
of Finance (Minister Vasile Luca), the Ministry of Arts (Minister Ion Pas),
and the Joint reopened in the newly renovated Baraºeum Hall. It
performed Sholem Aleykhem’s Dos groyse gevins (The Grand Prize)119 It
is relevant that although it was not yet a state institution, the Romanian
authorities had already given this theater their blessing. Transforming it
into a state subsidized and subordinated body was just a formality, which
came about in the summer of 1948, while the theater was on tour. Thus,
on August 1, 1948 at the suggestion of the CDE and the association IKUF,
the Jewish State Theater was founded in Bucharest.120 The Baraºeum
Hall became its permanent stage; the country’s Ministry of Culture partly
subsidized it, and the IKUF (until it was dissolved in 1953) and the
Federation with the help of the Joint (until it was ousted in 1949) gave
the remaining necessary funds.121 It united under one roof all previous
Yiddish theater troupes, forming an ensemble of 110 actors. In his written
demand for the theater to become a state institution, Bernard Lebli, de
facto director although his appointment was issued bearing the date
September 1, 1948,122 listed the following reasons: the IKUF-Theater was
the only Yiddish theater in the country “to correspond to the impetuous
need for culturalization and politicization of the Jewish masses;” Romania
had the largest Jewish population in Europe after the Soviet Union and as
such this community had to be the vanguard of progressive culture in
Yiddish among Jews living elsewhere, and especially in countries
befriending the People’s Republic of Romania; despite the support of
Jewish organizations, the theater was faced with dire material hardship
which only a subvention by the state could alleviate.123
The TES’ creation served a propagandistic purpose for the authorities:
it was meant to attest to the new leadership’s internalization of the Leninist
principle of ethnic indiscrimination by affording minorities equal rights,
as long as their members were loyal citizens, i.e. supported the state’s
new ideology. It was also meant to set the new government apart from
any other previous government and make it stand out as a just and inclusive
political system, which offered the Jewish minority opportunities it had
never had before. The goal of the theater was, thus, in accordance with
the general directives to enlighten the Jewish community in the political
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sense of the newly established regime. The main points on the theater’s
agenda became: to promote social realism over formalist traditions; to
call out for the establishment of the Socialist society and for solidarity
within the working class; to denounce class enemies inside and outside
the country; to denounce religion as superstition; and to praise the
Communist Party and the Soviet Union, seen as the selfless savior of the
past war. All of these ideas appeared clearly formulated in Lebli’s insertion
in the playbill of the opening show, entitled “Teatrul evreesc ‘Ikuf’” (“The
Jewish Theater ‘Ikuf’”)124 and it could not have been otherwise. However,
performing Sholem Aleykhem’s Dos groyse gevins also gave the theater
a chance to go beyond the official level and build a bridge to the past
and to a different tradition of Yiddish theater. The cast embodied that
potential as well: Dina König, Sevilla Pastor, Iudith Kronenfeld, Benno
Popliker, Mauricius Sekler, Samuel Fischler, Mano Rippel, and others.
Sholem Aleykhem told the story of the tailor master Shimele Soroker
and his family living at the beginning of the 20th century in a Ukrainian
shtetl.125 Soroker possesses a lottery ticket and dreams that one-day he
will win the grand prize, which would deliver him and his loved ones
from their mediocre life and social position. The day when his creditors
assault him insisting on being paid back, Soroker’s dream comes true
and he wins 200,000 rubles. He becomes a wealthy man, yet he is
inexperienced in dealing with the world of great capital, so that his business
partners bring him to bankruptcy. Parallel to this story line unfolds the
tale of Beilke, Soroker’s daughter. She is courted by the two helpers in
her father’s tailor store, Motl and Colp, but also by the rich Solomon
Fain, who is charmed by her beauty. After Soroker wins the lottery and
ascends to the world of social prestige, the way is open for an arranged
marriage between Beilke Soroker and Solomon Fain. The girl, however,
rejects this option and runs away with Motl and Copl, agreeing to marry
one of them. News of her escapade reaches the reunion between her and
the Fain family at the same time as that of her father’s ruin, thus preventing
any association between the two. Rushing to find their daughter, Shimele
and his wife Etemene, arrive at the wedding ceremony just in time to
give their blessings to Beilke and Motl and celebrate the new union.
Available reviews suggest that during the staging process both the
director and the cast disregarded ideological demands. The ensemble
preserved a formalist tradition that had become associated with Yiddish
theater per se and conferred to it its specificity. “Today’s IKUF ensemble,”
Simion Alterescu deplored, “composed of elements gathered from
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wandering troupes retains unanimously a mannerism—characteristic of
the old Jewish theater—that has become in time a tradition—that of
expressionism.” 126 He reproached Dina König for caricaturing her
character and B[eno] Sadigurski for connecting too much with the
audiences. He disapproved of Haim Schwartzman’s musical score and
Moise Rubingher’s setting designs.127 The reviewer’s repetitive observation
that the theater would have to renounce its extant style in the future
underscores the fact that it had not done so already. To quote but one
example: “The show at the Ikuf [Theater], aside from numerous qualities
we shall mention later, preserves the sin of formalism, which in time the
Jewish theater will have to abandon.”128 He accoladed the director’s
ability to coordinate the actors and make use of the newly available
technical support, Cora Benador’s choreography, and the promising
potential of the ensemble to live up to the expectations of the new order.129
Unlike Alterescu, Ion Marin Sadoveanu congratulated the cast and the
producers on their achievements and expressed confidence about the
theater’s future without tying it ideologically.130 “Overall,” the journalist
noted, “it was an interesting show [denoting] honest effort and a good
beginning, and most of all persistence and enthusiasm on the part of all
collaborators in hope for a fruitful artistic life.”131 His only critique targeted
the orchestration, which Sadoveanu found not inappropriate but
excessively opulent.132
On October 1, 1949 the TES presented the first autochthonous play,
Nahtshiht (The Night Shift) by Ludovic Bruckstein. This marked a
milestone: it was the first original dramatic work to have been written in
Yiddish; it was also the first attempt to thematized Jewish existence in
post-Second World War Romania; and it was a direct response to the
“repertoire crisis” that haunted the TES. The plotline was uncomplicated.
While waiting for their husbands, Aron and Eli, to return from the night
shift of a factory in the People’s Republic of Romania, two former
Auschwitz inmates, Lana and Mira, recalled their ordeal in the camp
and how they were saved through the actions of a Soviet Communist.
They remembered how the National Socialist persecution had began with
the burning of the Reichstag and the subsequent hounding of the
Communists, the Jews, and other so-called “inferior races,” which included
according to the characters “the Austrians, the Czechs, the Poles, the
Hungarians, and the Romanians.”133 In addition, the two women evoked
the memory of Ivan, a Soviet political prisoner, who coordinated acts of
sabotage in the camp and led the liberation fight against the guards in
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the last act. The remembering process served also as a springboard to the
characters’ present painted in rosy tones.
The play incorporated several obligatory elements for literary creations
at the time. It condemned the past not only in the form of the war, but
also as the time of a ruthless bourgeoisie, which irrespective of its
nationality was responsible for the war. After 1948, the political discourse
had changed: the idea of ethnic unity that had been so important in the
early 1940s was reinterpreted as reactionary deviation.134 The new demand
was for unity among the members of the working class and for the
denunciation of the so-called “bourgeois elements” regardless of ethnicity.
Through the figure of the Jewish merchant Sacher, who betrayed his fellow
inmates to the German commanders, the playwright rendered the new
requirement artistically. The play extolled the merits of the Communists
and especially of Soviet Communists. If in Pincewski’s Ikh Leb liberation
had had a double character—physical liberation through the Soviet Army,
but also, and more importantly, self-liberation by overcoming one’s
passivity as embodied by the rabbi—such a subversion of the liberator
role was no longer tolerable. The Soviet Communists alone could fill that
position and had to be depicted as such. Feeble outbursts by Jewish
inmates in Auschwitz had to be subsumed under the leadership of Ivan,
the harbinger of the new Weltanschauung. The reference to Auschwitz
itself was symbolic, yet, like elsewhere in the world, a confrontation
with it impossible. Another mandatory element was the description of
the People’s Republic of Romania as a haven allowing for the friendly
and fruitful cooperation between Jews and Romanians, as in the case of
Aron and Traian, who perfected a common invention. The author thus
aligned its voice with the official propaganda, slowly gathering
momentum for a vigorous anti-Zionist campaign. In this sense, two notions
of work during the night shift were juxtaposed: the sacrilegious
incineration of dead bodies in the camp, which was the result of the
previous bourgeois order, and Aron and Traian’s teamwork in the factory
of a Socialist republic. Not only was the latter form righteous because it
was not forceful exploitation, but also because it paved the way for the
integration of national minorities into the Romanian society.
Turning anew to the press, one gains a distinct notion of the
commencing ossification of the critical idiom. The reviews contained no
real artistic critique, but merely preprogrammed statements inserted into
a template language: the demand for socialist realist art, with no
expressionist tones;135 the request for an accessible Yiddish dialect spoken
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by the masses and not an aestheticized form;136 and the commendation
that the play was a good beginning for the development of indigenous
Yiddish literature.137 Valentin Silvestru’s very detailed chronicle in Flacãra
(The Flame) is representative of the process of renegotiating registers
taking place within the realm of theater criticism.138 The ideologized
trace was unmistakable in passages eulogizing the Soviet Army and its
role during the war, or the insight of the Marxist teachings that had helped
the playwright—a former Auschwitz inmate—”clarify and organize the
material collected through his own life experience.” Silvestru underscored
the culpability of the bourgeoisie as a treacherous collaborating force
and the virtues of “anonymous heroes” who had followed the call and
example of the Communist fighter embodied by the “Soviet man.” A
surprising element was the laudatory presentation of a good German,
Heinrich the anti-fascist. In view of the international developments of
the year 1949, this discursive twist served the integration of the German
Democratic Republic and its people into the Socialist camp on the same
level as all other Soviet satellites: as former victims of National Socialism
and covert supporters of the Soviet Union. Germans could thus no longer
be exposed as National Socialists in toto, but as a bad majority of obedient
Hitler followers and a good minority of contesters, who, however, had to
be adherents to the ideals of the Soviet Union.139 Both Bruckstein and
Silvestru followed suit in their renderings.
Silvestru welcomed the manner in which Mauricius Sekler had staged
the play: realist, accentuating simplicity of expression and without traces
of formalism as in previous shows at the TES. He uttered his harshest
critique with respect to the prologue, which he considered insufficiently
developed and not corresponding to the social reality of Jewish life in
post-war Romania. “Probably,” he wrote, “ [Bruckstein] has not studied
sufficiently the conditions of the Jewish worker today and the problems
arising from this new life-style. The class struggle is not over; it presents
special forms among the Jewish population of our Republic. The state of
complete happiness in which the four characters find themselves in the
prologue and epilogue is not in conformity with reality; they talk only
about the enemy abroad and give the impression that here [i.e. Romania]
they have liquidated the antagonized bourgeoisie.”140 In order to
compensate for this slippage, Silvestru called on Bruckstein to write a
play examining the contemporary problems of the Jewish community in
a more thorough manner.
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Bruckstein’s work was a concession to politics. The play does not
stand the test of time and has no intrinsic literary value, yet as a historical
artifact it is part of the TES’ becoming and adds nuances to its own
understanding during the time. The theater wanted to persist and therefore
gave in to the official pressure at times. Before this performance, the TES
had staged Goldfaden (Di tzwei kune-leml/ The Two Kune-Lemls), Nicolai
Gogol (The Revisor), and Friedrich Schiller (Kabale und Liebe/ Intrigue
and Love).141 These productions had displayed the same duality as Dos
groyse gevins and were reprobated for it.142 Nahtshiht was the compromise,
followed only in the 1951 season by another more aggressive
instrumentalization of the theater.
In shotn funem palmenboym (In the shade of a palm tree) by Ionel
Þãranu was the most politically engaged performance of the TES
incipient years. It openly condemned aliyah as treason not only to
Romania—a country working hard to become a comfortable “home” for
its Jewish population—but also to the “honorable cause of Socialism.”
The play premièred on January 1, 1951 at the height of the Romanian
authorities’ anti-Zionist crusade. In order to publicize this performance
the TES displayed two billboards on Calea Dudeºti, the heart of the Jewish
neighborhood, and at the Sf. Gheorghe Square; it broadcast advertisements
on the radio; and published excerpts in the Jewish press.143 On March 11,
1951 the CDE Bucharest organized discussions with the public about the
play and its meaning.144 The intense campaign illustrates the outmost
importance the decision makers attributed to this performance.
The storyline followed the young dentist Emil who obtained his visa
to immigrate to Israel. He left his family and his fiancée, Frieda, behind
and departed confident for his future. He counted on support from his
former superior Dr. Ochsenfeld, who had encouraged him to leave and
had promised to help him settle in Israel. However, in Israel no one
awaited him and Emil had to polish shoes in the harbor of Haifa in order
to survive. A return to Romania was not possible since he had broken all
the ties to his family so that he remained in a dire situation. In the
meantime, in Bucharest his family had been assigned a new apartment
and celebrated the achievement with a house-warming party where Jews
and Romanians alike were merry and happy to be living in the People’s
Republic of Romania.
The play stands out through its vicious anti-Zionism and its
anti-Semitism when applied to inhabitants of the State of Israel. Grözinger
has rightfully pointed out that names such as “Ochsenfeld” or “Wurmstaub”
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could easily have been chosen from a manual for anti-Semitism.145
Moreover, Israel appeared as the playground for American capitalism,
represented derogatorily by drunken sailors pursuing prostitutes in the
harbor of Haifa. It is the typical picture of a corrupted bourgeois world in
which the individual does not count and money talks. Meant to inspire
awe, the black and white depiction of the realities in Israel and in Romania,
only succeeded in reproducing syntagmata of the CDE jargon.146 Through
this performance the TES disregarded Goldfaden’s legacy and lowered
itself indeed to manipulating its audiences. The question though is: Could
it have done otherwise?
Bureaucratically speaking the TES functioned according to Decree
Nr. 168 published in the Official Monitor (Monitorul Oficial) No. 175
from July 31, 1948. The ruling stipulated that the theater operate under
the same conditions as the National Theater (Teatrul Naþional) in
Bucharest, whose statute entailed that the directorial committee had to
consist of: the theater’s director as president; the mayor of Bucharest or
his vice-mayor; a public lawyer; an artist with a permanent appointment
and accepted by the League of Artists’ Writers’ Journalists’ Labor Unions
(Uniunea Sindicatelor de Artisti, Scriitori, Ziaristi din Romania); the Rector
of the Academy for Music and Dramatic Art (Academia de Muzica si
Arta Dramatica) or another cultural figure proposed by the Union. The
artistic director was appointed by ministerial decision at the suggestion
of the TES’ director and had to be a literary critic, editor, or prestigious
literatus.147 The theater had to perform a play first for the officials and
then for the public, and the General Directorate of Theaters (Direcþia
Generalã a Teatrelor) sent a delegate to every performance.148 The TES’
official role was “that of raising the population’s cultural standards and
that of mobilizing it to build Socialism”149 The TES’ official ideological
character during the years under consideration can be inferred from its
playbills. Unlike earlier times when their pages included information
about the play, the author, the main actors, but also substantial amounts
of advertisements, the TES’ playbills included quotes from Joseph Stalin,
Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej, Ana Pauker, Iosif Chiºinevschi or Ilya Ehrenburg.
They recorded also the articles of the Romanian constitution that validated
the TES’ creation (Art. 23 and 24), as well as panegyrics to the Soviet
Union and its culture. Inevitably they also contained a description of the
play’s plot with unmistakable ideological undertones. The playbill as a
construct legitimized the TES as an enterprise in the larger context of
ideologized Romanian culture.
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Nonetheless, a look at reports from the CDE’s Cultural Commission
yields a different image of the theater. Given that loyalists of the regime
conceived them for the use of the power structures, these documents
might rightfully be regarded as unreliable sources. To my mind, it is
precisely because they were produced for inner-power fora and, thus, did
not need to embellish reality for propaganda purposes, that they are useful
research tools. In a meeting on June 21, 1949 the complaint was made
that only four—of the TES’ 110—employees were party members.150 The
“Report Concerning the Activity of the Jewish State Theaters in Bucharest
and Jassy” resulting from a meeting of the CDE’s Cultural Commission
between February 9-15, 1950, called attention to the low level of political
awareness and engagement among the members of the theaters’ staff;
those who had been there since the founding days displayed a
“petit-bourgeois mentality” devoid of “a political level” and the young
elements, who had been recruited after an examination in 1949, lacked
not only political understanding but also experience.151 Bernard Lebli,
director of the TES in Bucharest was reprimanded for poor social skills,
for failing to fasten the ties between the TES and the CDE, and for attending
the meetings of the CDE’s Cultural Commission only sporadically.152
When evaluating the echo of the TES’ activity, song and dance shows
along with cabaret numbers enjoyed a much wider popularity than other
performances.153 For the time span July 1 until September 30, 1951 under
the header Shortcomings (Lipsuri) Paul Iscovici still listed insufficient
political implication among the TES’ personnel. The ideological niveau
of the staff had remained low, and during tours the plays had not been
properly problematized for the audiences, so that the ideological content
remained insufficiently revealed. He also deplored the shortage of
autochthonous plays with appropriate political content.154 In the report
for the year 1952, the relation between the CDE’s “conviction work” and
the response among the TES’ employees continued to be uneven. Many
“elements” were still eager to emigrate. This report deplored as well the
lack of fruitful collaboration between the CDE’s and the TES’ leadership,
as the latter failed to adopt a “determined attitude” against members of
the ensemble who refused to comply with the ideological demands of
the times.155
*
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There can be no doubt that the TES appeared as a result of the
nationalization process initiated by the Romanian state. It is just to remark
that this process inhibited private initiative, stopped the activities of
traveling troupes, imposed a repertoire with ideological tendencies, and
promoted the mingling of political activists into theatrical life.
Concurrently, it is important to note that becoming a state institution and
receiving state subsidizes was the only chance of survival the Yiddish
theater had. Financial hardship would not have made it possible for a
Yiddish theater to endure otherwise.156 On the one hand it can be argued
that the theater served as cover-up for the assimilationist tendencies of
the CDE, which intended to (ab)use Yiddish—seen as the vernacular of
the Jewish working classes—as means to transmit the Communist Party’s
ideology and indoctrinate the Jewish masses. It did so more discretely
until 1949 and overly afterwards.157 The CDE helped create the illusion
of the Romanian state as liberal and supportive of its minorities and
combated Zionism and aliyah after 1950.158 The kind of cultural
identification it promoted was biased because it required its subjects to
distance themselves from what the State of Israel embraced as “Jewish
culture” and adhere to values that had never been unproblematic among
Jews. The dilemma Yiddish versus Hebrew had had its own history, which
the Communists could not simply sweep under the carpet.
On the other hand, it also cannot be denied that maintaining an enclave
of Yiddish culture created ethnic unity beyond the shifting tendencies of
the official discourse. The TES was, as Mirjam Lia Bercovici claims, “the
institution that best mirrored the Jews of Romania […].”159 The theater
popularized Jewish culture by keeping Yiddish folklore and Yiddish music
alive and by engaging the classics of Yiddish literature at a time when
there was a large population with an interest in maintaining or discovering
these traditions. In this sense, I argue that the TES should be included—
from its beginning—among Rotman’s “parallel spaces” that afforded
degrees of liberties under an oppressive regime. Due to its tours, the
theater stayed in touch with audiences throughout the country. Thus the
political strategy of the decision makers—be they the Romanian authorities
or the Jewish community—boomeranged toward the ideologues and
escaped the pre-programmed propagandistic framework. By making
Yiddish culture available, the regime propped up a mentality that went
against its dogmatism. The theater embodied this dichotomy: it was not
simply a mouthpiece of and for the regime, but also a site for the cultivation
of a Jewish identity with a Yiddish sensitivity.
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